
  Wedding DJ
E n t e r t a i n m e n t



Your wedding day is one of  the biggest days of  your life.  This is not an event to be 
taken lightly and it shouldn’t be trusted to “just anyone”. 

Hire true passionate professionals to do it right. 
Wedding professionals who care just as much about your wedding as you do.

DJ Package: $1495

Your Wedding DJ Package Includes:

Professional wedding DJ
Service up to 7 hours
HD spectrum sound system (2800 watts)
2 Wireless handheld mics
Sound activated dance floor lighting
Face to face consultation & planning meeting
Custom online wedding planning portal
Unlimited phone & email support

WEDDING DAY ENHANCEMENT OPTIONS:
Wedding Ceremony Music (with mics) $350
Decorative Up-Lighting Package: $275
Personalized Monogram (initials) $175

HOWE EVENTFUL is a 
dedicated special events 
service by DJ BRIAN HOWE, 
former owner of PURE 
ENERGY EVENTS and 
consultant to several 
Entertainment & Event 
companies around the 
country.

When you book your wedding, 
you’re getting DJ Brian Howe.

CONTACT BRIAN HOWE

Phone: (970) 541-4892
Email: events@djbrianhowe.com
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mailto:events@djbrianhowe.com


KEY THINGS TO CONSIDER BEFORE HIRING/BOOKING A DJ COMPANY FOR YOUR WEDDING.

1) Meet, in person, with at least 2 DJ companies. Never hire a DJ company over the phone or through email 
correspondences. Make sure they offer specific wedding packages and services. 

2) Meet the actual DJ that will be performing at your event. Not a sales representative or booking agent for that 
DJ Company. 

3) Meet the DJ at a location that is convenient for you.  A place you feel comfortable & safe.  If a DJ values you 
and your wedding, they will have no problem coming to you and making the time to listen to your specific needs 
and offer up professional ideas based on their experience.  Most popular / common meeting locations are local 
coffee shops, craft breweries (Yes, we meet a lot of couples at their favorite brew spots!), and cafe’s. 

4) Check that the DJ Company has wedding references from the past 4 months. If they have not performed 
positively at weddings in the last 4 months, they are not to be considered an actively working wedding DJ 
Company. Make sure references are current and you are able to contact them via email or phone. Other wedding 
professionals are also helpful references, as they work with DJs on a regular basis. 

5) Make sure the DJ Company has a current Liability Insurance Policy for you to review. $2,000,000.00 is the 
industry standard. Not only does this protect you and your family, but most event facilities will require that all of 
your vendors are insured. 

6) Make sure the DJ Company belongs to a major industry association and regularly attends workshops or trade 
shows. This way, you can be sure that they are keeping up with staff training, new technology and current trends 
in the wedding industry. Your wedding DJ should treat his profession like any other profession - with continuing 
development, popular trends in modern weddings, consultation from other wedding professionals and more.

7) Check online resources for additional information regarding a potential DJ Company. Pay close attention to 
"review" sites and make sure they have positive ratings from former wedding clients. To make this easier for you 
to obtain, ask the DJ Company to email you links to the various sites they have been rated on. 

I hope you are able to take the time to also meet with me, to discuss how I can help make your wedding day a 
success! Please call me anytime, to set-up a no obligation consultation. 

Best Wishes, 

Brian Howe | Wedding DJ Entertainer
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